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Abstract
Project monitoring and control processes are crucial aspects of project management. To perform an appropriate project tracking, Earned Value
Analysis (EVA) has to be implemented to help the project managers to measure project performances. A tool to monitor and control the cost, time
and work done of a construction project. Furthermore, it also provides an “Early Warning” signal for immediate corrective action. Thereby, in this
study, some work items related to a completed real life construction project were evaluated according to the method of Earned Value and the result
implies that the analysis can be very useful in project forecasting and decision making relevant to early warnings.
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Introduction
The main objective of project management is to meet all
project requirements within budget forecasts and the planned
time-line. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to put substantial
managerial efforts for which project stakeholders are responsible.
Creating the effective performance monitoring system plays vital
rule in this managerial process. Irrespective of the having project
careful planning, without timely and proper performance control,
to evaluate the project progress and execution efficiency of the
construction project is a nightmare. Monitoring and control system
also helps in providing feedbacks to management on the different
schedules prepared earlier, in order to ensure that the project is
progressing as per schedule. It compares the planned amount of
work with what has actually been completed, to determine if cost,
schedule, and work, accomplished are progressing as planned. It also
provides data for preparing reports for management information
system. In today‘s high computational world a construction project
works in a dynamic environment and situations, constraints, etc.,

keep on changing. Hence, it is absolutely necessary to monitor the
project at regular intervals and adopt suitable controlling measures
in order to keep the project on track. For this purpose, construction
organizations have project monitoring and control systems in place.

Efficiency of EVA application to meet project criterion
elaborated by several researches e.g. De Marco [1], Souza [2], Chou
[3] and Joby [4]. In addition to this earned values analysis has used
triangular fuzzy time by utilizing triangular fuzzy number as well
as bottom-up hierarch guess procedure considering the design
control mechanism to tackle multi-product planning problems.
Furthermore, there is no precise control system for measuring the
quality of work-done on individual tasks in addition to variation
in cumulative earned value appears to be a weakness point of this
method. Long Chena [5] proposed a fundamental methodology to
enhance the performance prediction of planned value by advanced
modelling PV obtaining a trustworthy forecasted results about
earned value. In a literature search, identified Earned Value Analysis
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as a good method for better project management. With this method,
cost, timeline and scope are combined and progress performance
and it is stated that it can be used to estimate project completion
dates. Agata [6] explained that if Earned Value Analysis is applied,
this method should be used appropriately; He stated that it makes
it easier to monitor progress on the project, determine the status of
the project (on time and budget), to roughly estimate their overall
impact on the outcome of the project. In another study by Shaik et al.
[7], focused on the timely completion of a construction project, the
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monitoring and control role offered by Earned Value Analysis was
examined throughout the project. Eirgash et al. [8] has presented
performance scale of an example problem suing the theoretical and
practical dimension the earned value analysis, and therefore helped
in practical application of the current construction project. Lipke
[9] has demonstrated a defined system by which total project cost
as well as time duration of a project is likely to be determined to
assist the project managers to make intelligent decisions. Figure 1
clearly describes the earned value analysis chart (Figure 1).

Figure 1: EVM Chart.

Following is the paper arrangement: Firstly basic concept,
straightaway the importance of the construction project relevant
to the Earned value analysis is given in well-figured explanations.
A small scale example problem is considered to exhibit the
effectiveness of earned value analysis in construction projects.
Ultimately, discussion and conclusion are presented in order [10-

12].

Basic Concepts of Earned Value Method
In this section, explanation about the earned value analysis
terms is illustrated in Table 1. Basic concepts of the EVM are given
in Figures 2-4 (Table 1) (Figures 2-4).

Figure 2: Basic concepts of the EVM.
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Figure 3: Basic concepts of the EVM.

Figure 4: SPI and CPI Analysis Matrix of a Project.

Table 1: Earned value terms.
Term

Description

Interpretation

PV (BCWS)

Planned Value

It is the budgeted cost for the work scheduled to be completed on an activity or
WBS component in a particular time. It is obtained from the cash flow diagram (The
S-curve).

AC (ACWP)

Actual Cost

EV (BCWP)
BAC
EAC
ETC

Cost Variance (CV)

Schedule Variance (SV)

Earned Value

It is the budgeted amount for the work accomplished on the schedule activity or work
breakdown structure (WBS) component during a given time.

Budget at Completion

The total approved budget when the scope of the project is completed.

Estimate at Completion
Estimate to Complete
EV – AC

EV – PV

It is resolved from accounting records that keeps record of actual expenditure money,
that means it is secret and actual money spent by the contractor.
The expected total cost of the project when the defined scope of work is completed.
The expected extra cost necessary to finish the project.

Negative means over budget, Positive means under budget

Negative means behind schedule, Positive means ahead of schedule
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Cost Performance Index
(CPI)

Schedule Performance Index
(SPI)
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EV / AC

More than 1 means Profit and less than 1 means loss.

EV / PV

More than 1 means ahead of schedule and less than 1 means behind the schedule.

Application
During the summer of 2009 in the building of the closed sports
hall faced a big problem in the construction phase, and specifically
the problem was in the rebar. This problem was discovered later on,
after the completion of the process of pouring the foundations and
Table 2: Represents the status report of the project.

Ground beams. The project area 1744 m2, according to the contract
for Project 340 day, every day of delay will be paid 600$. In the
initial planning phase was the work of a timetable for the project
using Primavera 6.0 were created for the project (330 days), but
the maximum duration of the contract 340 days within any period
allowed by. The cost of the project 2,828,241$. (Table 2) (Figure 5)

BAC

2.828.241 $

Months

BCWS (Planned)

BCWP (Earned)

ACWP (Actual)

July

229.999

220.831

249.077

Sep

143.731

152.878

145.791

Aug

210.84

201.672

229.918

Figure 5: Demonstration of the project drawings.

Results and Discussion
Update process of project with earned value analysis
Table 3: Obtained values of status report of the project.
Variance

Indices

Forecasting

Status

CV

SV

CPI

SPI

ETC

EAC

-28.2

-9.2

0.8866

0.96014

3189746

3189995

Cost overrun, Behind schedule

7.1

9.1

1.04861

1.06364

2696986

2697132

Under budget, Ahead of schedule

-28.2

-9.2

0.87715

0.95652

3224132

After the work schedule and start the implementation, we need
to update the project data into compare the project actually and

3224362

Cost overrun, Behind schedule

the planned project and the impact on the schedule. Will now be
an update of the project data and follow-up activities during the 3
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months from 1 \ 3 \ 2009 to 1 \ 6 \ 2009 using the theory of earned
value. As we can by using this value follow-up project in terms of
time and cost, sometimes called financial values gained with time
and which we can make the right decisions to return the original
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project if there is a deviation from the previously planned. Estimate
to complete as well as estimate at completion are considering the
data in Table 1, indices and relevant comments are stated using the
plotted graphics (Table 3) (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Planned vs estimated values.

Based on the analysis of the status report and graphical
representation in Figure 6, the estimated cost of the project at
completion for the 7th month of the updating (after 40% of the

project execution) is estimated to have a considerable cost overrun
and schedule lagging behind (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Graphical representation of BCWS, BCWP and ACWP values.

Based on the Figure 7 and 8 which are interconnected to each
other, the earned value of the project for the 7th month of the
updating explains that both the CV and SV are smaller than zero
which express that the project is behind schedule and having
cost overrun. In case of 9th month updating both the CV and SV

are greater than zero which implies that the project is ahead
of the schedule and making profit. By analyzing the graphical
representation of CPI and SPI indices in Figure 9, the following
comments can be stated.
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Figure 8: Variation of CV and SV.

Figure 9: Graphical representation of CPI and SPI index.

Review of the project on the 7th month

9th month review project

Based on the Figure 9 representation, CPI and SPI both are less
than 1.0, CPI<1 indicates a weak cost performance. That earned
value is short of what the real costs for this reporting period. Cost
performance index (CPI) between 0.95-0.96 indicate cost overrun
and behind schedule (Figures 8,9).

It is clear that values of CPI and SPI are greater than 1.0 reveal
a good project performance. Also, the project is ahead of schedule,
which is a bit better than the previous status report and CPI >1
the project is making loss. According to the graphical indication
of CPI and SPI in Figure10. The following remarks can be stated
(Figure10).

Figure 10: Graphical representation of CPI and SPI .
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Summary and Conclusion
As it is clear that to provide information on performance of
the construction projects, earned value is found to be effective
technique. Project stakeholders are likely to get to know timely
regarding the scope, schedule, and cost status information of the
relevant project. Accomplishment of the projects with a success is
associated with the significant factors e.g. .application of earned
value analysis with its means at the right time and right manager.
The main reason behind the utilizing this method is to stay far away
from schedule delay and over budgeting. Therefore, analyzing the
indices it can be concluded that each day one of the actual duration
was obtained only 0.96 of the value of planned, in other words
that the productivity of the project is only 0.96 of the planned. And
this also means that each and every one $ of the actual cost was
obtained only 0.88 of the value of planned.
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